14 The formation and extinction of fear memories represent two forms of learning that each 15 engage the hippocampus and amygdala. How cell populations in these areas contribute to fear 16 relapse, however, remains unclear. Here, we demonstrate that, in mice, cells active during fear 17 conditioning in the dentate gyrus of hippocampus and basolateral amygdala exhibit decreased 18 activity during extinction and are re-engaged after fear reinstatement. In vivo calcium imaging 19 reveals that reinstatement drives population dynamics in the basolateral amygdala to revert to a 20 network state similar to the state present during fear conditioning. Finally, we find that 21 optogenetic inactivation of neuronal ensembles active during fear conditioning in either the 22 hippocampus or amygdala is sufficient to disrupt fear expression after reinstatement. These 23 results suggest that fear reinstatement triggers a partial re-emergence of the original fear memory 24 representation, providing new insight into the neural substrates of fear relapse. 25 26 131
Introduction 27
The biological capacity to produce adaptive behavioral responses in actively changing 28 environments is critical to an animal's survival. Contextual fear conditioning (CFC) is a form of 29 learning whereby an animal learns to associate a conditioned stimulus (e.g. a context) with an 30 unconditioned aversive stimulus (e.g. foot shocks) to produce a conditioned response to the 31 conditioned stimulus (e.g. freezing). Conditioned responses can be mitigated through extinction 32 learning via repeated exposure to the conditioned context in the absence of the foot shock. 33 However, while extinction learning can be effective at attenuating fear, animals are susceptible 34 to fear relapse under several conditions, including exposure to stressors, the passage of time, and 35 re-exposure to the unconditioned stimulus (Goode, Jin, & Maren, 2018) . This observation in 36 rodents shares numerous similarities to clinical observations: exposure therapy -a clinical 37 analog to extinction learning -can be effective at reducing fear in subsets of patients with 38 anxiety disorders or post-traumatic stress disorder. However, many patients are still susceptible 39 to fear relapse following successful exposure therapy (Kearns, Ressler, Zatzick, & Rothbaum, 40 2012). Despite an extensive body of literature investigating the neural substrates of fear and 41 extinction learning (Maren, 2001) , how discrete neuronal populations causally contribute to fear 42 relapse remains incompletely understood. 43 Previous studies have demonstrated that cells in the dorsal dentate gyrus of the 44 hippocampus (DG) and in the basolateral amygdala (BLA) that are active during fear 45 conditioning (hereafter referred to as the DG and BLA fear ensembles) are preferentially re-46 2 activated during fear memory recall (Ramirez et Results 57
To address this, we first developed a behavioral protocol for fear reinstatement, a model 58 of fear relapse in rodents (Rescorla & Heth, 1975) . Mice underwent CFC and two subsequent 59 extinction (EXT) sessions over two days, followed by an immediate shock (IS) in a novel context 60 to reinstate the original fear memory, and a post-reinstatement recall test (IS-Recall) the 61 following day to measure the return of fear (Figure 1a , bottom behavioral schedule). 62
Reinstatement led to an increase in freezing in the original conditioned context (Figure 1-figure  63 supplement 1a-e) and was largely context specific ( Figure 1-figure supplement 2a,b) . 64 Next, we determined if the cells active during fear conditioning were preferentially re-65 activated after mice underwent extinction and subsequent reinstatement. To that end, we tagged 66 cells active during fear conditioning by injecting an activity-dependent viral cocktail of AAV9-c-67
Fos-tTA and AAV9-TRE-eYFP in the DG and BLA of adult male mice (Figure 1b,c) . This virus 68 enabled expression of eYFP in cells sufficiently active to express the immediate early gene c-69
Fos, which is under the repressive control of the antibiotic doxycycline (DOX) (Reijmers et al., 70 2007) . We then measured immunoreactive c-Fos and calculated overlap between the set of cells 71
active during CFC (eYFP-expressing cells) and during different stages of the behavioral schedule 72 (c-Fos-expressing cells) (Figure 1d ,e). 73
Previous reports have shown that the number of BLA cells active during both fear 74 conditioning and fear memory recall correlates with freezing levels (Reijmers et al., 2007) . Thus, 75 we reasoned that if reinstatement re-engages the fear ensemble, the set of cells active during fear 76 conditioning would be active again following reinstatement, and freezing during recall would 77 correlate with cellular overlap. We found that, as expected, cells active during CFC were highly 78 re-activated during Recall the following day, and EXT led to a modest, non-significant decrease 79 in overlap. Interestingly, compared to EXT-Recall, mice exhibited more overlap in the BLA after 80 reinstatement during a post-reinstatement recall session (IS-Recall) ( Figure 1f ). However, 81
freezing behavior during Recall sessions did not correlate with BLA fear ensemble re-activation 82 across the FC-Recall, EXT-Recall, and IS-Recall groups, indicating that BLA fear ensemble 83 activity may not be predictive of freezing across these behavioral conditions (Figure 1g ). The IS-84
Recall group exhibited greater overall expression of cFos than the EXT-Recall group, but less 85 overall expression of eYFP than the EXT-Recall group; overall expression of cFos and eYFP 86 was otherwise stable across groups (Figure 1-figure supplement 1f,g). 87
In the DG, we similarly observed significant overlap between the set of cells active 88 during CFC and cells active during fear memory recall, as previously reported (Ramirez et al., 89 2013) ( Figure 1h ). In support of the notion that the dorsal DG processes changes in 90 environmental contingencies (Fanselow & Dong, 2010), this overlap substantially decreased 91 after EXT. While overlap remained low after IS, it significantly increased when mice were given 92 3 the IS and were placed back into the original conditioned context the following day, suggesting 93 that fear reinstatement may re-engage the set of cells originally active during fear conditioning 94 ( Figure 1h ). Additionally, unlike BLA overlaps, freezing behavior correlated with overlaps in the 95 DG across all groups (Figure 1i ), indicating that DG fear ensemble re-activation was predictive 96 of freezing. Overall expression of eYFP and cFos was stable across groups in DG (Figure 1-97 figure supplement 1h,i). 98
Whereas our c-Fos-based labeling system allowed comparisons between activity of cells 99 across two discrete timepoints with high spatial resolution, it was incapable of measuring activity 100 at finer timescales due to the slow kinetics of immediate-early gene expression relative to real-101 time neural activity. To overcome this weakness, we next utilized an in vivo calcium (Ca 2+ ) 102
imaging approach to record real-time neuronal activity in the BLA in freely moving mice during 103 exposures to both a conditioned context and a neutral context where no shocks were delivered 104 (Figure 2a Figure 2d ). However, during Recall, the BLA population 114 rebounded towards the CFC network state to an extent greater than expected by chance ( Figure  115 2e, left). These effects were absent in a neutral context and in CA1 of hippocampus (Figure 2e,  116 right; see also Figure 2-figure supplement 1), demonstrating that the conditioned context and 117 BLA drove these dynamics. Next, using an algorithm for extracting co-active neurons from 118 simultaneously recorded cells (Lopes-dos-Santos, Ribeiro, & Tort, 2013), we characterized 119 neuronal ensembles that were highly active during individual sessions (CFC, EXT1, and EXT2). 120
Then, during Recall, we correlated the activity of these ensembles to freezing and found that the 121 activity of ensembles extracted during CFC and EXT1 reliably predicted relapse freezing, but the 122 ensembles extracted during EXT2 did not ( Figure 2f ). No ensembles predicted freezing in the 123 neutral context. This suggested that BLA activity patterns contributed to expression of fear 124
relapse, but only before extinction training modified these patterns. Overall, these data indicated 125 that context-specific reinstated fear was associated with the emergence of network states in the 126 BLA that resembled network states during fear conditioning, suggesting that a relapsed fear 127 memory may be represented by a similar trace as the original fear memory. 128
Finally, we sought to determine whether the activity of cells active during fear 129 conditioning was necessary for expression of reinstated fear. To do this, we bilaterally injected 130 mice in either the DG or the BLA with a virus cocktail of AAV9-c-Fos-tTA and AAV9-TRE-4 freezing during optical inhibition, confirming that the behavioral effect was dependent on 138 expression of ArchT (Figure 3f ,g). 139
Since the BLA is widely acknowledged as a necessary hub for fear learning (Bocchio,  140 Nabavi, & Capogna, 2017), we next probed whether activity of the BLA fear ensemble during 141 the reinstating shock was necessary or sufficient to induce fear reinstatement. To test necessity, 142 we adopted a similar approach as above in order to express ArchT selectively within the BLA 143 fear ensemble, and then implanted optic fibers bilaterally above BLA ( To test whether the functional role for these cells emerged only after reinstatement or if 161 inhibition of the fear ensemble could suppress freezing during extinction, we inhibited the DG or 162
BLA fear ensemble during an extinction recall session-when low levels of freezing were still 163 present-and observed that inhibition of the DG fear ensemble led to a mild reduction in 164 freezing, while inhibition of the BLA fear ensemble did not disrupt freezing ( Figure 3 - figure  165 supplement 3). These results suggested that extinction differentially modified the BLA and DG 166
fear ensembles, such that BLA ensemble inhibition did not disrupt freezing during extinction, 167 while DG ensemble activity may have been actively involved in contextual fear expression 168 during extinction. 169 We next determined whether nonspecific manipulation of DG or BLA cells could reduce 170 freezing responses, as opposed to being driven specifically by the fear ensemble in these regions. 171 We tagged cells either in the DG or the BLA that were active during female exposure-an 172 unrelated experience of opposing valence, which has previously been shown to label similar 173
proportions of neurons in both the DG and BLA ( forming a reinstatement ensemble that is similar, but not identical, to the original fear ensemble. 242
In accordance with this idea, post-reinstatement recall activates a large proportion, but not all, of 243 the original fear ensemble (Figure 1f ,h). 244
While our optogenetic experiments suggest a re-emergence of the fear ensemble in the 245 DG, we were unable to perform calcium imaging in DG due to the technical limitations of 246 accessing this region without significant damage to overlying hippocampal subareas. 247
Nonetheless, we report that CA1 exhibits only marginally significant (p = 0.075, Figure 2 (EXT-Recall), while another group received an immediate shock in a novel context and was 494 removed 60-seconds later. After 24 hours, those mice were tested in the original conditioned 495 context for reinstatement (IS-Recall). (d) Compared to mice that did not receive the reinstating 496 shock, those that did showed significantly more freezing across a 5-minute Recall session (t8 = 497 4.631, **P = 0.0017; unpaired t-test; n = 5 minutes for each group). (e) On average, mice that 498 received the reinstating shock froze significantly more during Recall than did mice that did not 499 receive the reinstating shock (t6 = 4.018, **P = 0.0070; unpaired t-test; n = 4 mice per group). freezing in the last three minutes of EXT2 as compared to the first three minutes of EXT1 (t15 = 640 reinstatement, and recall (described below). Which of these behaviors the mice underwent 778 depended on the experiment. 779
Female exposure: One female mouse (PD 30-40) was placed into a clean home cage with 780 a clear cage top and no bedding, which was used as the interaction chamber. The experimental 781 male mouse was then placed into the chamber and allowed to interact freely for one 782
hour (Ramirez et al., 2015) . 783
Fear conditioning: Fear conditioning occurred in one of four mouse conditioning 784 chambers (Coulbourn Instruments, Whitehall, PA, USA) with metal-panel side walls, Plexiglas 785 front and rear walls, and a stainless-steel grid floor composed of 16 grid bars. The grid floor was 786 connected to a precision animal shocker (Coulbourn Instruments, Whitehall, PA, USA) set to 787 deliver a 2-second 1.5 mA foot shock unconditioned stimulus (US). A ceiling-mounted video 788 camera recorded activity and fed into a computer running FreezeFrame3 software (Actimetrics, 789
Wilmette, IL, USA). The software controlled stimuli presentations and recorded videos from 790 four chambers simultaneously. The program determined movement as changes in pixel 791 luminance. Context alterations included changes to spatial, olfactory, tactile, and lighting cues. 792
The conditioning chamber with room lights off was designated as Context A. Context B involved 793 modifications to the conditioning chamber, including vertical black and white strips spaced ~ 3 794 cm apart obscuring the front and rear walls, black inserts placed between grids to slightly alter 795 dimensions of the box, 1 mL of almond extract in a plastic container positioned below the grid 796
floor, and room lights on. Context C also involved modifications to the conditioning chamber, 797
with a plastic sheet with a cross-hatch texture placed over the shock grid to change tactile cues, a 798 black sheet obscuring the front walls, 1 mL of orange extract in a plastic container position 799 below the grid floor, and room lights on. The chambers were cleaned with 70% ethanol solution 800
prior to animal placement. Contextual fear conditioning occurred in Context A. Briefly, mice 801
were placed into the conditioning context for a 500-second acquisition session, including a 180-802 second baseline period followed four 1.5 mA, 2-second foot shock USs (interstimulus interval 803
[ISI] equals 80-sec). In optogenetic experiments, mice had patch cords attached near the 804 conditioning chamber by the experimenter, and were run two mice at a time. 805
Fear conditioning data are collected using FreezeFrame3 software (Actimetrics, Wilmette 806 IL) with the bout length set at 1.25-sec and the freezing threshold initially set as described in the 807 program instructions. Freezing is defined as changes in pixel luminance falling below a 808
threshold. An experimenter adjusted the threshold so that freezing behavior involves the absence 809 of all movement except those needed for respiration as previously described. Freezing behavior 810 was scored as the percentage of time spent freezing during a given bout of time. Statistical 811 analyses involved paired t-tests comparing within subject differences (i.e. light off vs light on 812 epochs), unpaired t-tests comparing across experimental groups (e.g. ArchT group vs. eYFP 813 group), and one-sample t-tests comparing freezing differences scores to a µ0 = 0. 814
Extinction: Extinction occurred in Context A (described above) the day following fear 815
conditioning. Mice were placed in Context A for 30-min sessions once per day, for two days. As 816 in fear conditioning, cages of four mice were run simultaneously, and cages of five mice were 817 run as three mice first, then the remaining two. 818
Reinstatement: Reinstatement occurred in Context B (described above) the day following 819 the second day of extinction. Mice were placed in Context B and given a 1.5 mA, 2-second foot 820
shock 1-second into the trial. Mice were left in the chamber for another 60-seconds before being 821 removed. As opposed to being run four mice simultaneously as in fear conditioning and 822 extinction, each mouse in a cage was run individually for reinstatement. 823 
